
Figure 3. DMSP auroral photograph of the auroral oval
taken from above the Antarctic on 10 May 1975. Note in par-
ticular the radial alinement of auroras in the midday sector.

noon meridian. The midnight sector of the oval is located
toward the bottom, the afternoon-evening sector is on the
right side and the forenoon-morning sector is on the left
side. The auroral oval has a 'gap' in the midday sector.

Detailed examination of a large number of DMSP photo-
graphs shows that patches or isolated rays are almost always
present in the gap; they are sometimes too faint to be clearly
photographed. Our new finding is that even an extremely
bright discrete arc (mostly extending from the afternoon
sector) is always abruptly truncated at about the boundary
of the cusp region and does not extend into the midday sec-
tor. Figure 2 shows simultaneous observation of auroras in
the cusp region from below (the South Pole) and from above
(the DMSP satellite); the satellite photograph is shown in
negative, so that dark features are auroras. An arrow in-

dicates the South Pole, shown as a white dot. Because of a
limited field of view, it was not necessarily obvious from
ground-based all-sky photographs that auroras in the cusp
tend to be patchy, although the presence of isolated rays has
been reported in this region from time to time. Having
simultaneous DMSP photographs, we are now in a much
better situation in studying auroras in the cusp region than
in the past. DMSP photographs provide a wide view every
100 minutes, and all-sky photographs at the South Pole are
taken every minute, enabling us to study changes of auroras
in detail.

Another finding is that auroras in the cusp region
sometimes aline radially, converging to (or diverging from)
a point along the noon meridian. Figure 3 shows radially
alined auroras. I suspect that such a tendency has an impor-
tant implication in understanding the merging geomagnetic
and interplanetary magnetic field lines at the front of the
magnetosphere and in understanding the associated convec-
tive motion of magnetospheric plasma. It is our plan to ex-
amine possible relationships of the radially alined auroras
with the interplanetary magnetic field and substorm activi-
ty.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 7 1-04051.
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Rocket measurements of energy
deposition in the atmosphere by

auroral X-rays

JAMES R. BARCUS

Department of Physics
University of Denver

Denver, Colorado 80210

Renewed interest has arisen in high altitude conductivity,
ion composition, other minor constituent distributions, and
their variability. One reason for this interest is a more
widespread recognition of the importance of understanding
any extraterrestrial influence on atmospheric electrical and
meteorological processes. The details of possible
mechanisms for actual extraterrestrial influence, such as
through aurora or solar flare effects, for example, are poor-
ly known. Nevertheless, there has been considerable specula-
tion concerning rather specific processes. Only through ex-
perimental examination of such speculations may we hope
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to gain a basis for eventual physical explanation of the rela -
tionships suggested.

To explore some aspects of the problem an interdisciplin-
ary team has been brought together by R. A. Goldberg of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard
Space Flight Center. Included are specialists in atmospheric
physics drawn from universities and government labora-
tories. The experimental program involves coordinated
rocket and balloon measurements aimed at identifying the
specific response of selected electrical parameters and minor
constituents to particle and x-ray bombardment of the at-
mosphere (Goldberg et al., in press). A high latitude phase
of the investigation was carried out at the Poker Flat Range
near College, Alaska, in late September 1976. A complete
description of the program and results will appear
elsewhere; only preliminary results pertaining to energy
deposition by bremsstrahlung x-rays are reported here.

A part of the instrument complement flown in the Nike-
Tomahawk payloads was an x-ray detector supplied by the
author and the co-investigator, Roger Williamson, Utah
State University. The instrument was intended for studies of
x-rays in the atmosphere below the bremsstrahlung produc-
tion region (90 . 100 kilometers attitude). The basis detector
was a collimated, thin window sodium-iodide crystal. Sen-
sitivity to x-rays ranged from approximately 5 kiloelectron
volts upwards. Energy analysis was performed in three dif -
ferential channels-5 to 10, 10 to 20, and 20 to 40 kiloelec-
tron volts, and one integral channel greater than 40 kiloelec-
tron volts. The instrument was mounted 45° from the spin
axis, forward-looking. Aspect variations due to rocket spin
provided information on the local angular distribution of
x-rays. Also, because of the intended rather low trajectory of
the rocket in the atmosphere, spin modulation provided ad-
ditional detail on atmospheric absorption, supplementing
the usual data obtained during up- and down-leg penetra-
tion of the atmosphere.

Below about 70 kilometers the x-ray measurements were
uncontaminated by direct electron impact effects (actual
electron penetration of the beryllium window or locally pro-
duced bremsstrahlung at the detector and surrounding
rocket skin). Above 70 kilometers, electron contamination
increased rapidly with height, and above the bremsstrah-
lung production layer the effects of the local electron flux
dominated detector response. However, in the height range
of interest for energy deposition by x-rays, electron con-
tamination could be removed using the data from the on-
board particle detectors.

The experiment provided height profiles of brems-
strahlung x-ray energy spectra for both up- and down-leg
transits of the atmosphere on two Nike-Tomahawk flights
(18.178 and 18.179) during modest to moderate auroral
disturbance conditions. From these data, we have derived
profiles of energy deposition by auroral x-rays.

The figure shows our preliminary (smoothed) estimate of
energy deposition for greater than 5-kiloelectron-volt
bremsstrahlung x-rays encountered during the flight of
18.179. This rocket was launched at 0137 Alaska standard
time on 23 September 1976 into a widespread, moderately
intense, post-breakup auroral event. Also shown in the
figure, for comparison, is the energy deposition for cosmic
rays, a major source during geophysically quiet, nightime
conditions. For this event, it is clear that energy deposition
due to bremsstrahlung exceded that from cosmic rays
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Preliminary results on energy deposition by auroral x-rays
encountered during the upleg portion of Nike-Tomahawk

18.179 launched from Poker Flat, Alaska.

throughout the mesosphere; also, the two sources were com-
parable in the upper stratosphere.

Comparison of the measurement with the calculations of
Berger et al. (1974) indicates that the bulk of the deposition
by x-rays above about 60 kilometers can be accounted for by
bremsstrahlung associated with a fairly intense but soft elec-
tron influx (about 5 x 10 9 electrons per square centimeter
per second) with e-folding energy of about 5 kiloelectron
volts. However, the level of deposition encountered at lower
altitude requires a greater number of penetrating x-rays and
therefore an additional and more energetic electron compo-
nent. This conclusion is in qualitative agreement with the
form of the measured x-ray spectrum, which indicates that
the primary electron flux was indeed of a two-component
charter (Barcus and Rosenberg, 1966). Quantitative
statements will be possible following detailed comparison of
x-rays and particle measurements.

The preliminary results presented here suggest that tran-
sient ionization effects due to bremsstrahlung x-rays are suf-
ficient to significantly increase mesospheric conductivity at
high latitudes. Moreover, when the primary electron spec-
trum possesses a hard component, the associated brems-
strahlung can deposit sufficient energy at upper strato-
spheric levels to lower the classical electrosphere. Both of
these effects are likely to have consequences on the cou-
pling of disturbance electric fields across the atmosphere
and on the distribution of the fair weather field as well.
These features and other questions relative to minor constit-
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uent variability are being pursued using experimental data
obtained in the program.

This work was supported in part by National Science
Foundation grants OPP 75-09291 and OPP 76-01349 and
NASA contract NAS5-22981.
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Cosmic ray intensity variations
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Figure 1. Polar nucleonic intensity difference, derived
from superposed epoch analysis of the data recorded at
Thule and McMurdo, for positive to negative (+ -) and

negative to positive ( - +) IMF sector boundaries.

Since the sun is the ultimate source of cosmic ray intensity
variations, the galactic cosmic ray flux increases with
heliocentric distance. The theoretical models of the modula-
tion process predict a radial gradient in the cosmic ray in-
tensity.

Detectors carried by spacecraft respond to low energy par-
ticles, and the results of gradient measurements have been
somewhat controversial for several reasons. In any event,
similar observations at high energies, i.e., 10 giga-electron
volts (10 GeV), are not feasible.

Fortunately, cosmic ray observations at polar stations pro-
vide a unique method for evaluating the radial gradient for
relativistic particles. Theory predicts that a density gradient
in the ecliptic plane would give rise to a north-south asym-
metry in the intensity, with a sense that is determined by
whether the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) points
toward or away from the sun. Data recorded at McMurdo
and Thule have clearly revealed a field-dependent asym-
metry (figure 1), thus establishing the presence of a radial
gradient. Calculations based upon these measurements show
that the magnitude of this gradient is about 2 percent per
Astronomical Unit (Duggal and Pomerantz, in press).

Interplanetary shock waves and tangential discontinuities

Figure 2. Composite nucleonic intensity at polar stations,
centered on the day (dashed line) of initial arrival at earth of

107 high speed solar wind streams.
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